Functional connectivity for visual language processing
Presentation will be conducted in English
As researchers try to determine the impact of using primarily a sign language
instead of a spoken language, various parts of the brain have been explored for changes
resulting from both hearing loss and visual language usage. A key concept for
understanding these studies is ‘functional connectivity’, essentially the correlations
between spatially remote neurophysiological events. Prior studies investigating functional
connectivity in Deaf signers suggest that life-long experience with sign language and/or
auditory deprivation may alter connectivity of brain regions; specifically, functional and
imaging evidence points to changes in superior temporal cortex function for processing of
non-auditory inputs (Li et al., 2012; Malaia et al., 2011). The present study investigates
functional connectivity among regions associated with temporal cortex in Deaf signers
and hearing non-signers for network-based adaptations to visual language processing.
Participants (13 Deaf native ASL signers, 12 hearing sign-naïve participants)
were presented with video stimuli in a block paradigm. During half of the blocks the
participants carried out an active Task associated with watching short signed video clips,
while the other half required only passive viewing (no-Task; task negative (TNN)).
fMRI demonstrated TNN activations in posterior cingulate (PCC), anterior
cingulate (ACC), bilateral dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dMPFC), and posterior Inferior
Parietal lobe (pIPL) in both groups (Table 1). However, bilateral posterior superior
temporal gyrus (STG) was only activated in hearing subjects. The absence of STG
activation in the Deaf signers likely reflects re-wiring of these temporal regions, possibly
for participation in a sign language processing network. This possibility is supported by
presence of STG activation in Deaf signers in the Task-related condition .
We continue to analyze functional connectivity between regions activated
differently in the default network of Deaf and hearing participants using partial
correlation based on ICA after global signal regression. Seed ROIs (spheres with 5-mm
radius) are centered in peak task-negative activation coordinates for the Deaf (PCC [4 -44
16], ACC [-8 40 8], left dMPFC [-26 22 46], right dMPFC [16 32 48], left pIPL [-28 -92
26], right pIPL [24 -78 48]) and hearing participants (PCC [12 -54 20], ACC [-6 30 0],
left dMPFC [-24 32 54], right dMPFC [26 24 44], left pIPL [-44 -78 34], right pIPL [50 74 32], left STG [-52 -8 -26], right STG [56 -6 -8]). This enables us to compare TNNs in
using node strength metrics.
The significance of these differential activations in task-negative networks in
Deaf signers and hearing non-signers is that brain regions are not selectively specified for
the type of input. Instead, experience-based neuroplasticity results in self-organizing
processing networks for dealing with systematic linguistic input.
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